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CHAPTER FOUR 

Biophony: The 
Proto-Orchestra 

In the early 1980s, soon after I received my doctorate, a friend 
working in the Exhibit Design Department of the California 
Academy of Sciences called to ask if l'd be interested in collabo
rating on the re-creation of an African water hole that he was 
crafting. In the field of animal recording, this request was 
unusual, since most exhibit models were the then thirty-year-old 
push-a-button/hear-a-sound types. In this case, the designer had 
in mind a much more holistic approach to the overall presentation -
one very different from the common single-species list. Kevin 
O'Farrell was a design visionary who imagined a water-hole 
soundscape that featured a whole host of animals, removed the 
glass separating the visitors from the creatures, and brought the 
diorama itself out into the hall-a radical shift from the museum
design paradigms that had been in place for more than a century. 
Running for fifteen minutes, the audio performance would cycle 
through the events that occur at typical water-hole sites over an 
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·ntire twenty-four hour period. The sound track would be syn
·hronized to lighting that would match the times of day
represented.

O'Farrell's request meant planning and executing a more com
prehensive field approach than I bad ever considered previously.
While I had worked in the wild on shorter trips, both on land and
in water, this was the first concentrated, long-term, faraway field
adventure I had ever undertaken. After experimenting for more
Lhan a month with various types of gear -there was absolutely
no one to consult other than a few film sound recordists who
were unfamiliar with the specifics of recording stereo natural
soundscapes -I finally decided on a set of stereo mies and a
portable recorder that was more frequently used for recording
i ndoor orchestral performances. Through friends in Kenya, I was
i ntroduced to a patient and informed guide, one who needed to
arrange the trip to the special requirements of capturing sound
scapes. lt was to be the first full set of round-the-clock natural
soundscapes in my archive-or any other that I knew of
aimed at collecting not only dawn, daytime, dusk, and evening
choruses but also single species' recordings.

About a week into the trip and several hours after midnight at
Governors' Camp in the Masai Mara, I set up my gear and began
to collect extremely rieb natural sound from a nearby old-growth
forest-one typical of what early humans might have encoun
tered. After the camp's generators had been shut down and the
staff retired, it finally became quiet, except for the forest ambi
ence itself. If sound was going to be this glorious everywhere in
the Mara, I realized, I needed to conserve the limited supply of
tape I bad brought and record at half speed, so that one reel would
last for forty-five minutes instead of the usual twenty-two, even if
I was at risk of losing a small degree of quality. The magnificence
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of creature voices was enhanced, no doubt, by my total exhaus

tion. I felt like I was hallucinating. The sonorities shifted like 

waves of Möbius strips wafting by in the still evening air, anchored 

by the throbbing rhythm of the insects. 

My mies were mounted on a tripod just outside my tent by the 

river, where I had settled into my sleeping bag wearing a set of 

earphones. I didn't care if my batteries went dead-I was hoping 

to lull myself to sleep with the gentle predawn atmosphere as 

background. lt was in that semifloating state- that transition 

between the blissful suspension of awareness and the depths of 

total unconsciousness -that I first encountered the transparent 

weave of creature voices not only as a choir but as a cohesive 

sonic event. No longer a cacophony, it became a partitioned col

lection of vocal organisms -a highly orchestrated acoustic 

arrangement of insects, spotted hyenas, eagle-owls, African wood

owls, elephants, tree hyrax, distant lions, and several knots of 

tree frogs and toads. Every distinct voice seemed to fit within its 

own acoustic bandwidth-each one so carefully placed that it 

reminded me of Mozart's elegantly structured Symphony no. 41 

in C Major, K. 551. Woody Allen once remarked that the Forty

first proved the existence of God. That night, listening to the 

most vivid soundscape experience I'd had to that moment, I came 

as close as I would ever come to said revelation. 

In planning my first long-range biophonic assignment, I had 

anticipated recording perhaps fifteen hours over the course of two 

weeks. At the normal high speed of the tape machine, that would 

have meant carrying forty-five reels weighing a pound apiece in 

addition to three sets of twelve D-cell batteries. I had already 

decided to record at half speed, but it turned out that I could have 

used a hundred more reels if I'd been able to manage the addi

tional weight of batteries and packing boxes. On the flight home, 
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for as long as my remaining power supply held out, I impatiently 

hegan reviewing the breathtaking range of material collected dur

i ng my time on the ground in Kenya. Since so much in the field 

depends on luck, I couldn't believe the quality of the recordings I 

had captured, but at the same time I was disappointed that I hadn't 

had time to record more. My depression was tempered by the 

hope that what I heard could actually be visualized and that I 

might someday return, now that I knew what to expect. 

When I arrived back at the lab in San Francisco, one of my first 

t asks was to transform the recorded samples into spectrograms -

graphic displays of sound showing time and frequency, where 

time is represented from left to right on the x-axis, and frequency 

from low to high on the y-axis. When I listened to playbacks of 

my audiotapes and looked at the related spectrograms, my heart 

began to race with anticipation. 

Just as black-and-white photographic images gradually appear 

on photo paper during the development process, unmistakably 

clear patterns materialized from the printer representing the 

audio sequences I had recorded. As the images slowly emerged, 

the überstructure of the soundscape plainly showed distinctive 

shapes not unlike modern forms of musical notation -the bat 

was vocalizing in the highest frequency range, insects in the 

middle, hyrax and hyenas a bit lower, and elephants down at the 

lowest end of the biophonic score. And each representation was 

unique. The bat was echolocating, sending out brief, high-frequency 

pulses of sound shown as two sharp lines in the upper-right-hand 

side of Figure 5. The hyrax, the "soloist" of the moment, sounded 

1 i ke a windup toy-a series of progressively slower grinding 

sounds followed by high, breathless screams. The tracery of its 
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voice is illustrated midway across the page, beginning at the left

hand side. Once it completes a phrase, the hyrax repeats its vocal

ization all over again. A distant hyena· found a location in the 

forest that resonated like an echo chamber-probably a water 

hole-and its voice reverberated, hanging over the soundscape 

in a different way than the other animals'. 

Before I printed those first spectrograms on my return from 

Kenya, I had considered natural sound to be a chaotic random 

expression. The reductionist single-species method we had all 

been taught had us coaxing each animal voice out of its coherent 

context and trying to derive meaning from the sounds we abstracted 

from the natural world. Most of the international bioacoustic 

community felt the same way, as the great bird and mammal 

sound collections at repositories such as the British Library of 

Wildlife Sounds and the Macaulay Library at the Cornell Lab of 

Ornithology attested until very recently. But after Kenya, as I 

"·"+'-----KENYA, GovE1tN01ts' CAMP�; :), 
1983 ß,\T�' 

Figure 5. Masai Mara predawn example. 
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began to look more closely and found new acoustic software tools 

to work with, the patterns suggesting musical structures in the 

natural soundscape became too obvious to dismiss. 

Based on the recordings from that first commission, no matter 

which 1983 Kenyan habitat I looked at or what times of day or 

night the recordings were made, niche discrimination plainly 

appeared on the page. Insects set the stage for every other sound, 

some by establishing uninterrupted drones that sounded continu

ously throughout each day and night, others by setting up rhythm 

patterns. Every bird species appeared to mark out its own acous

tic turf. Mammals filled other niches, as did reptiles and amphib

ians. Before that night in the Mara, it had all sounded like anarchy 

to my ears. Now, for the first time, certain patterns within the 

structure became clear. 

When I saw the first soundscape spectrographic images repro

duced from rather primitive gear in the 1980s, I was reminded of 

William Turner's late seascapes. The early-nineteenth-century 

English Romantic artist's impressions only half suggested detail, 

teasing and drawing us into his mystical reality and letting our 

minds fill in the otherwise evocative representations. Even then 

[ dared to think of the spectrograms as contemporary graphic 

music�l scores -not that different from those written by the 

Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer, for example (Figure 6). 

Discovering an ordered soundscape in Africa was astounding 

and never expected. I feit how amateur astronomers must feel 

when uncovering a major new galaxy or planet, upstaging the 

"experts." Ecstatic and armed with several dozen recordings, 

spectrograms, and other material for support, I couldn't wait to 

share my findings with my colleagues at the California Academy. 

Unfortunately my idea of the acoustic collective was dismissed 

out of hand. Alas, this wasn't a collegial nest of astronomers, and 
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Figure 6. Page 5 from the score of R. Murray Schafer's "Snowforms," a choral 
composition for children (Arcana Editions, 1983, used with permission). 

no one looked too deeply. My superiors made it clear that they 

had sent me to Africa on a mission to collect soundscapes for an 

exhibit, not to come up with new hypotheses. I was dismayed but 

not by any means dissuaded. I knew what I had heard and seen, 

and I felt the significance with certainty. 

Gradually the growing body of my work validated the idea that 

creatures vocalize in distinctive kinship to one another, particu

larly in older, more stable habitats. Every subtropical or tropical 

old-growth habitat I recorded confirmed the partitioning model. 

Colleagues such as Ken Norris at the University of California, 

Santa Cruz, who immediately saw the potential and encouraged 

more comprehensive research, helped the concept gain footing by 

arguing in its favor with mutual associates and having me present 

the thesis at various forums that he, too, attended. 
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As my work garnered more support, I continued to investigate 

what was known of composition of natural soundscapes. Of course, 

regardless of the time it takes for academics to come around to an 

idea different from the ones they have invested in, it turns out that 

many human groups have likely understood how wild sound is lay

cred since our ancestors first began to hunt and forage for food. 

The ability to correctly interpret the cues inherent in the biophony 

was as central to our survival as the cues we received from our 

other senses. Through the nuanced textures of natural soundscapes 

in the thickest vegetation, where sight lines were limited by density 

or darkness, we tracked prey, determined its location and direction 

of travel, and imitated sounds that had both practical and symbolic 

meaning. Forest-dwelling groups understood these signals and uti-

1 ized them long before the last ice age receded. lt was a time when 

natural soundscapes were "read" in much the same way that reci

pes are followed in cookbooks and routes traced on a road map. 

Having heard about my work in Africa, Michael "Nick" Nichols, 

a National Geographie photographer on a combined assignment 

from the magazine and the Aperture Foundation, reached out for 

additional media to accompany the images that would result from 

his trip. He was in Rwanda in 1987 to shoot one of the great ape 

families, mountain gorillas. For his second excursion to Karisoke -

the late Dian Fossey's aforementioned camp-Nick invited me 

to join him for a month to record the soundscapes of the Virun

gas and the biomes where the gorilla groups lived. These sound

scapes, in turn, would become part of a traveling exhibition of 

his photographs, sponsored by Aperture. 

During the trip I learned from Nick that none of the other sites 

where he had photographed had been recorded either. In order to 
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get a complete picture of great ape habitats, I felt strongly that it 

was important to capture audio from those as well. I couldn't get 

sufficient funding from institutional or corporate sponsorships, 

so I sold personal items, took out loans against my small San 

Francisco condo, and set out to record those sites, first at Gombe

Jane Goodall's research camp on the northeastern shore of Lake 

Tanganyika in Tanzania-and later at Birute Galdikis's site, 

Camp Leakey, in Borneo. 

The first thing I noticed at each location was how much empha

sis the other researchers on-site-each concentrating on a nar

row topic -placed on the visual aspects of their study animals. 

For those whose scope of work involved sound at any level, the 

biophony-and in many cases even the individual species' 

sounds-was completely overlooked. Yet I realized quickly just 

how varied and rich the natural soundscapes were. 

As my thesis gained traction, I no longer had to rely so heavily 

on my own resources and was frequently commissioned to go to 

various sites to collect sound for museum-exhibit installations. 

These adventures allowed me to further test and refine the con

cepts, bringing back more than just a collection of field record

ings that would otherwise have limited purpose. 

In Borneo -the third largest island in the world-a small riv

erboat took us the eighty or so kilometers from the Indonesian 

city of Pangkalanbuun to Camp Leakey on a slow two-day jour

ney. Ruth Rappel and I had just got off the boat and were walking 

on the trail from the dock to our cabin when we heard the call of 

an Argus pheasant. Not a second later I was looking down at the 

ground and found a huge feather from the same type of bird. The 

feather was one of the most beautiful l'd ever seen; the bird is 

called an Argus pheasant because its feathers have patterns that 

suggest eyes -the etymology refers to the giant Greek mytho-
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logical character Argus, who had a hundred of them. Sometimes 

more than a yard in length, the feathers' main shafts show off 

mesmerizing yellow-brown circular patterns. Highlighted in white, 

lhese "eyes" are framed by perfectly inscribed kohl linings, not 

unlike the eyes of our tabby cat, Seaweed. 

lt was midafternoon, and the forest was filled with the voices 

of insects, trogons, forktails, laughing thrushes, kingfishers, bar

bets, hornbills, mangrove pitas, green magpies, and so many 

other species that we quickly lost count. We had to get out there. 

Before signing in with the camp biologist and unpacking, we 

grabbed our gear and set out in a dugout canoe that we found by 

lhe dock to find a mangrove swamp we had passed on our way in. 

II was a delicate operation -we weren't used to paddling dug

outs with waterlines mere inches from the brackish river, and we 

were a bit nervous about protecting our equipment. But after 

about half a mile of cautious travel, we found the mangrove 

biome we were looking for-a perfect site, we thought. We tied 

the painter of the boat to an accessible branch and began to set up 

our gear. 

lt was now late afternoon, a couple of hours or so before dusk, 

and the forest was booming with sound. I pushed the "record" 

button. The first sound I noticed in my earphones consisted of 

maybe ten or twelve small splashes. I couldn't tel1 what direction 

they were coming from because I was recording in stereo-but I 

did know that the noise came from something nearby. Then the 

soundscape shifted noticeably-insects became quiet, birdsong 

became lighter. A signal? We bad been recording for not more 

than a few minutes, but when I looked over the side of our canoe 

into the dark, tannin-colored water, I could already see several 

three- to four-foot shapes swimming in circles close to the boat, 

although I couldn't make out any detail and was unable to get an 
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accurate count. Things were happening fast, and there was a 

feeling in the air that didn't seem quite right. Then one that I 

didn't see before broke the surface, and I heard Ruth, a woman of 

few words, mutter louder than usual, "Crocs ! " 

"I don't think I like this," I responded, trying desperately to 

sound calm. Pulling in our gear and cutting the painter, we made 

a quick run back to camp, never venturing out on the river again 

during our entire stay. When questioned by the staff, our excuse 

was that we found too many places to record on land-more 

than a half-truth, as it turned out. The gibbons of the region are 

the star soloists of the habitat. 

lt was just before dawn in a tower at the end of the Camp Leakey 

orangutan rehabilitation site's dock. The Iookout rises some fifty 

feet above the black-water Sekonyer River that flows by the site, 

just high enough that it aligns midway up the sumptuous canopy 

where gibbons and other primates in the area spend most of their 

Jives. The gibbons of Indonesia are sunrise singers. Their songs 

are so beautiful that ancient Dayak myths speak of the sun rising 

in reply. In the remaining viable rain-forest habitats of Borneo 

and Sumatra, every dawn chorus is filled with the near-field and 

distant strains of Iong descending and ascending vocal lines as 

bonded gibbon pairs connect through elaborately developed vocal 

exchanges unique to each couple-alluring duets of affectionate 

concord. 

The morning after our arrival, as we recorded the languorous 

glissando-like lines of the gibbon choruses, I was reminded of 

the many melodic and poignantly arranged operatic and folk 

vocal duets I had heard and performed over the years. When I 
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rcrurned home, I came across a short fourth-century Chinese 

pocm that expressed exactly what I had been feeling: 

Sad the calls of the gibbons at the three gorges of Pa-tung; 

i\fter three calls in the night, tears wet the [traveler's] 

dress. 

Unhappily, gibbons are now extinct in China. In Indonesia 

lhcy, like several close subspecies, can still be found in dwin

d I i ng numbers throughout the north part of Sumatra around Aceh 

l'rovince-the location of the December 2004 tsunami-and in 

Horneo. Their duets can cover more than three and a half octaves, 

cl remarkably the gibbon voices become a perfect fit within the 

r ·s1 of the biophony. 

Each discovery became a small revelation, but there were 

111hcrs. I finally realized that the biophonic behavior I was wit-

11 ·ssing on paper probably wasn't unique to Africa or Borneo. I 

li )Und signs of temporal distinction in our own backyard. North

l'l"ll Pacific tree frogs will vie for acoustic bandwidth, time- and 

1 rcquency-wise: one frog will call, followed immediately by 

111other at a higher pitch. Sometimes their calls overlap when 

1l1cy are fighting for sonic territory or when the result is (hope-

111ll y) an attractive mate. The three around our small Jap pool 

11:ivc defined their respective territories-one at each opposite 

l'lld. and one in the grass about midway between the other two. 

1 •:vcn though their vocalizations are at slightly different frequen

l'ics and might be distinguishable as a chorus, they rarely ov�rlap 

111 time. Instead, they set up a neat, well-paced ¾-waltz-like 

il1y1hm, with the alpha frog setting the pace. No matter how fast 

1 II · alpha frog croaks, the others fill the spaces in between in 
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quick succession with their separate but distinctive croaks, no 

one masking another. When they really get rolling, it's a fast 

% meter. I have no idea which frog got the desired companion, 

but one year the alpha frog was still croaking solo well into early 

June. Apparently still accommodating elegantly for competition, 

he performed measures with a single croak and rests on the other 

beats, where the other frogs, had they not disappeared by late 

May, would have fit in. And other examples of differentiated 

bandwidth were showing up everywhere in the numerous spec

trograms I printed out, in recordings from Equatorial Africa, 

South Asia, and South America. 

In older, healthy habitats, where the biophonic bandwidth is weil 

established and all the animals are more likely to vocalize 

together, each call is heard distinctly and each creature thrives as 

much through its voice as through any other aspect of its behav

ior. The connections of a particular species' vocalization to sur

vival and reproduction only become clear when we understand 

the function of an animal's voice and its relationship to all others 

in its natural habitat. If an organism needs to be heard to success

fully defend its territory or to communicate its viability to poten

tial mates, then it requires clear acoustic bandwidth or noise-free 

time to do so. The same kinds of relationships occur in marine 

environments, such as flourishing coral reefs, where multiple 

species of fish and crustaceans thrive and generate acoustic 

signals. 

Perhaps more surprising-yet in complete accord with this 

idea-is the fact that many animals communicate in an almost 

"underground" way that appears somewhat subtle to us; to them, 

it's stealth. In 1990 a colleague and I had just finished three 
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1wl'ks of work at Jane Goodall's earlier referenced chimpanzee 

,,·sL·arch site, Gombe. We had a few extra days to wander about 

h -l'ore our scheduled flight back to the States, and Goodall sug

�•(·sll.:d that we check out a great hippo site in the Selous Game 

l<cscrve, along the Rufiji River in the middle of the country. Our 

v:1111p. a typical African tourist and big-game-hunting facility, 

was located on the waterway, where we could see, from the high 

h:111ks, !arge gatherings of hippos both on the shore and wallow-

111, in the water below us. In an aluminum rowboat provided by 

1 he lodge, we drifted downriver with the current so that the riv

rr's flow rate would equalize with the velocity of the boat and 

wouldn't interfere with the hydrophone we had dropped over the 

,ide. As we passed submerged families of hippos, recorder roll-

111g, it became immediately apparent that they vocalized under

water, their satiric, buffoonlike punctuated grunts revealing a 

lairly extensive and intricate vocabulary. As briefly mentioned 

v:1rlier, hippos are social animals. In murky, crocodile-infested 

rnvironments, this type of contact for animals with a highly 

developed social structure is germane to the safety of individual 

111embers and the bloat. When the family is submerged, members 

rnnstantly vocalize to retain social contact with the others, 

111ostly for protection since crocodiles share much of the same 

hahitat. 

Plains and forest elephants of Africa have found low-frequency 

1 ransmission channels and a vocal syntax all their own. Over the 

wide-open grasslands and through the forests, their infrasound 

voicings are low enough-and their waveforms long and loud 

enough-that they can be detected at several kilometers distant 

throughout the territory, clearly signaling to others concepts such 

as "Join us" or "Let's meet at such and such a location soon." 

Likewise, wolves and coyotes, both extremely vocal animals, 
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howl to remain in contact with other members of their respective 

families. Freshwater dolphins of the Ganges and Amazon, and 

places such as Lake Baikal in Russia -the world's deepest 

lake-have evolved highly developed and successful echoloca

tion processes that are specifically geared for the less dense and 

more murky waters they inhabit. 

Mating and territory. Mating and territory. We've always been 

taught that the function of acoustic behavior by birds, amphibi

ans, fish, and nonhuman mammals is about mating and territory. 

But hippos, elephants, cetaceans, and other animals clearly have 

extra motivations for vocalizing. In addition to using social 

vocalizations that enforce cohesion within groups throughout 

and across many species-especially mammals-some species 

have gone even further, evolving methods using sound itself as a 

tool. Many toothed whales, for example, send out bursts of sound 

that are sometimes referred to in marine bioacoustic jargon as 

the "big bang" -a highly focused eruptive beam that stuns their 

prey and slows it up enough so that the whales can snag their 

meal without expending too much energy in the process. In a 

clever adaptation, the snapping shrimp closes its large claw so 

fast that the speed forms a cavitation bubble, which bursts with 

an impact noise so loud that the sudden bang stuns the fish, giv

ing the shrimp a quick, effortless snack. 

The ]ist of adaptive acoustic behaviors goes on. I have a record

ing, made in the fall of 1979, of a killer whale mimicking a bark

ing sea lion, ostensibly to attract one through sound. The American 

dipper, mentioned earlier, is driven by ancient instincts to nest 

under waterfalls, yet its songs and calls pierce even the most rau

cous cascade. Meerkats, members of the mongoose family that 

live in Africa's Kalahari Desert, fear sky-borne raptors more 

than almost any other type of predator. For protection, they've 
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dcveloped a specific alarm call that, when produced, immedi

;1tely signals the other members to bolt for the cover of the near

cst hole. Moths, mentioned earlier, have evolved to outsmart 

ccholocating bats by jamming their signals. But in another adap-

1 ive solution, some bats, like Barbastella barbastellus, have man

;1ged to figure out what the moths are doing and have adjusted 

thcir echoing signal from a loud ping to a soft whisper. This 

;11 lows them to creep up on their prey, drawing to within a wing's 

lcngth without being detected. 

Whatever the objective of a signal-whether it's mating, pro

tccting territory, capturing food, group defense, play, or social 

contact-it must be audible and free from interference if it is to 

lunction successfully. Aldo Leopold almost got it right when he 

poetically described the call of a crane in A Sand County Alma-

11C1c with these words: "When we hear his call we hear no mere 

hi rd. We hear the trumpet in the orchestra of evolution." 

What about that orchestra-the entire animal ensemble 

within which the crane is but one performer? In biomes rich with 

dcnsity and diversity of creature voices, organisms evolve to 

;1coustically structure their signals in special relationships to one 

another-cooperative or competitive-much like an orchestral 

cnsemble. That is, over time, unlike the vocalizations that occur 

;1t various stages of recovery in stressed or compromised habi

tats, natural selection has caused the animal voices that occur in 

many undisturbed regions to appear "organized." The combined 

hiological sounds in many habitats do not happen arbitrarily: each 

resident species acquires its own preferred sonic bandwidth

to blend or contrast-much in the way that violins, woodwinds, 

trurnpets, and percussion instruments stake out acoustic territory 

in an orchestral arrangement. 

The beautiful spectrogram in Figure 7, taken from a ten-second 
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Figure 7. 

dawn chorus recorded in Borneo, clearly shows a complex bio

phony. It's drawn from a habitat rich in vocal density and diver

sity. Look at this graphic from left to right as if you're reading an 

extended bar of music. Birds, insects, and mammals each form 

their own temporal, frequency, and spatial niches. (Note that the 

cicada fills three slots at the same time-a remarkable feat that 

must have taken a long time to evolve successfully.) 

Where disparate groups of animals have evolved together over 

a long period, their voices tend to split into a series of unoccupied 

channels. So, each sonic frequency and temporal niche is acous

tically defined by a type of vocal organism: insects tend to 

occupy very specific bands of the spectrum, while different birds, 

mammals, amphibians, and reptiles occupy various other bands, 

where there are fewer chances of frequency or temporal overlap 

and masking. Animal voices in many habitats have evolved so 

that they can stay off the acoustic turf of others. When that 
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partitioning occurs, individual voices can be clearly differenti

ated from one another, and the benefits of their vocal behavior 

are maximized. And when there is occasional conflict, the acous

tic territorial disputes are sometimes solved by timing: first one 

hi rd, insect, or frog might sing, then others when that one quits. 

lt turned out that nearly every tropical and subtropical habitat I 

had captured on tape was made up of a variety of partitioned voices 

Lhat formed collective sound signatures, each of which uniquely 

defined a place and time and served as a unique voice print-a 

territorial sound-mark. I had made thousands of recordings before 

my Kenya trip, and subsequent travel to many wild sites over time 

added weight to my thesis, which, by the late 1980s, I had renamed 

the niche hypothesis-thanks in large part to the inspiration of 

Ruth Rappel, who was still a graduate student at Harvard studying 

primatology during our trip to Borneo. Ruth quickly drilled down 

to the essential questions that were necessary to uncover the mys

teries of wild voices. While floating down the river heading home 

from Camp Leakey in 1991, she asked out of nowhere, "How do all 

t hese animals hear each other if they're all vocalizing at the same 

time?" From that sensibility she arrived at a hypothesis that defined 

collective vocal behavior as possibly more germane to survival 

than were single voices. With a rare ability to think like the organ

isms in the animal world she studied, Ruth understood intuitively, 

without knowing at the time exactly what the operational mecha

n ism was, that nonhuman animal voices must have evolved so that 

cach can be heard unmasked and without interference. Her insight 

gave me a new theoretical map to work from. 

The radius within which a frog, bird, or mammal voice can be 

heard is a mark of many complex factors. Food and the availability 
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of mates have significant influence over where creatures live, but 

we also know that the geological and botanical features of the 

landscape, combined with time of day, weather, and climate, play 

important roles as well. We know that higher voices tend to travel 

shorter distances -because the wavelength is shorter, and it 

takes more energy to project a shorter sound wave-and lower 

voices travel farther. What, then, might be the additional acoustic 

factors that would cause a creature to choose one location in 

which to live over another? 

While few studies have focused exclusively on the influence of 

sound on territory, it is now becoming apparent that every wild 

site I've recorded generates bioacoustic boundaries that define its 

territorial limits. So what exactly are the boundaries of these bio

phonies? From a set position, how far out do the acoustic charac

teristics of the biophony remain intact before they begin to shift? 

If indeed they do shift, what sonic components have changed? 

Little by little, with more time in the field, I discovered that 

new pieces of the niche hypothesis puzzle began to fit, and I 

found evidence that it is possible to define animals' geographical 

territory through an analysis of biophonic expression. When the 

thought of acoustically defined territory occurred to me, I set out 

to determine if there were ways to experience the phenomenon. 

The idea for acoustic mapping was inspired by a couple of groups 

performing aircraft noise studies. One, Harris, Miller, Miller, 

and Hanson, a Massachusetts acoustics firm headed by Nick 

Miller, had created an animated model for the National Park Ser

vice (NPS) at the Grand Canyon, showing how single- and twin

engine aircraft noise penetrated the surrounding Iandscape as the 

planes passed over different natural Settings. The aircraft sound 

signatures were detected by numerous monitoring stations set up 

throughout the study territory. When an aircraft flew over the 
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park, the display would show a cartoonlike colored moving over

lay with the symbol of an airplane and a radiation pattern repre

senting the output of its sound, thereby defining the range over 

which the signal could be detected. 

The intention of the study was to show park managers how 

they could oversee the soundscape experience of visitors. Air

craft noise, however, is a lot less subtle than the myriad sounds of 

a biophony. 

Usually, when I wish to know how a territory is defined

whether by geological features or by boundaries of cities, parks, 

or private land-1 reach for a map filled with grids or turn to 

i magery from services such as Google Maps. But in order to 

show how the natural soundscape can be used as a different 

means of defining a biome's borders, a few colleagues and I ini-

1 ia lly worked within the limits of 100 square meter grids that had 

heen meticulously laid out by etymologists, botanists, ornitholo

g ists, and herpetologists at several subtropical forest research 

sites, such as La Selva in Costa Rica. We looked for periods of 

Jay or night when the biophonies remained constant and then we 

walked through the grids, crossing them at different angles, lis

tcning for zones and recording where the mixtures began to 

change. 

On listening to playback, analyzing the notes from on-site 

observations, and comparing spectrograms, we found that the 

combined creature voices defined territorial boundaries quite 

differently than the geographically detailed maps we held in our 

hand. For one thing, it was clear that the margins characterized 

by the soundscapes didn't align with the human grid lines or 

other rational borders we might create. Nonhuman animals don't 

understand 100-meter-square grids or, for that matter, county, 

state, and country margins. At the point where the spectrogram 
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partitioning began to show changes in biophonic structure, we 

knew we had reached an acoustic perimeter. We redrew the 

charts with overlays that reflected these new findings, then plot

ted a number of acoustic sectors and replaced the square grids 

with our new boundaries -borders that partitioned the map into 

amoebalike shapes, each an acoustic region that, while mutable, 

would tend to remain stable within a limited area over time. 

Working within the technical limitations of our first attempt, we 

realized that in order to derive more accurate information, we 

would need a vast network of stand-alone, data-rich, synchronized 

monitoring devices spread out at regular intervals throughout the 

habitat as well as more detailed spectrogram software-practical 

technologies that had not yet been realized but that are now 

becoming commonplace. Nevertheless, the initial implications 

from the data we did collect were striking. 

The unique characteristics of each separate habitat are remi

niscent of the signature sounds that permeate the body of a com

poser's work. Anyone even vaguely familiar with Mozart and 

Aaron Copland can instantly tell the difference between their 

two styles. No less passionate, the carefully structured composi

tions of Mozart are extremely formal and constricted in compari

son to the more open neoclassic and symphonic themes generated 

during the early twentieth century. Just as a dedicated listener of 

classical, pop, or jazz music can identify the individual sound 

signature of a group or composer, those of us who have enough 

acoustic and dynamic detail stored in our heads can determine 

the time of day or night and the precise region we're hearing by 

simply listening to an audio recording of a biome for a few sec

onds. The natural voice themes become as clear as the main 

theme in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, fourth movement. 

While mapping, we noticed again that insects tended to create 
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n ich es that remained constant in each biome for long periods 

du ring each day and night. Also, when one sound source dropped 

out at the end of its cyclical performance, another usually began 

10 vocalize, typically within seconds, leaving the impression that 

rcplacement was necessary to keep some underlying acoustic

handwidth structure intact. Over these "group" performances we 

coul<;i hear animal "soloists" who appeared for brief periods

often transient birds, mobile amphibians and mammals, and 

ot her organisms that would move in and out of the primary 

acoustic field. Like an eight-bar blues solo on guitar, their voices, 

100, seemed to fit into acoustic channels or temporal niches where 

1 ittle or no conflicting aural energy was present. 

One great adaptive advantage of having all of the contributing 

voices of a habitat partitioned into niches is that the whole within 

:in entire niche configuration often sounds more vital, rich, and 

powerful than the sum of its parts. The harmonic content of 

1hc drone voices-insects and chorusing frogs, for instance

sometimes adds what in music terms is called frequency or 

1111,plitude modulation. Another example of frequency modula-

1 ion is vibrato added to a note played on a violin. If a violinist is 

playing a C-natural in the second position on the A string, she 

l'an modulate the C seven or eight times a second by rolling her 

linger back and forth, a bit flat and sharp of C's 523 Hz, adding 

:i 11 cffect that musicians call vibrato. If the violinist periodically 

v:1ries the volume of the C in much the same way, she would be 

11uiclulating the amplitude. 

Sometimes all that insect and amphibian racket creates inter-

11wdulation, where two or more signals are so close in pitch that 

1 hcy occasionally beat against each other, momentarily canceling 

t·:ich other's signal-a totally different acoustic effect than any 

111' 1 he original sources sounding individually. 
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Each cohesive habitat expresses itself through its own special 

niche composition -its unique voice. Think of moving from 

one biophonic territory to another as moving along the path of 

an acoustic spectrum -from low to high frequency, from one 

point in time to another through space. In the case of biophonies 

and geophonies, the bioacoustic spectrum is completely biome

dependent-biophonies are universal only in the sense that 

they exist nearly everywhere natural soundscapes are experi

enced. Each biophony is as different in texture as our own vocal 

signatures. 

When modern humans first appeared in the tapestry of the 

biosphere, they had to be quick studies, categorizing their knowl

edge of the acoustic environment in ways that could be useful. 

Our ancestors would have understood that some sounds could be 

a practical means for survival. To the extent that people's exis

tence depended on a harmonious relationship with their sur

roundings, a dialogue with the forest became an imperative. 

Louis Sarno, a musical anthropologist from New Jersey who has 

been living with and recording the music and natural sound

scapes ofthe Babenzele pygmies (Ba'Aka) in the Dzanga-Sangha 

forest ofthe Central African Republic since the mid-1980s, often 

teils the story of how the young children of the Ba'Aka seem to 

know, almost instinctively, not only the practical meaning of 

sounds within the forest soundscape-as related to sources of 

food and danger-but also the social signals (spirits, inspiration 

for music, and even occasional linguistic expression). 

Close links between humanity and the soundscape have always 

been an essential Jens through which we understand the world. 

Our knowledge of biophonies and how they change over long 

periods oftime and under a variety of climactic and seasonal cir

cumstances enhances our modern geological, topographical, and 
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llural distribution scope of understanding, providing details not 

1 i kely to be captured in satellite imagery or topographical map

pi ng sequences. Those ofus living close to the natural world have 

k:arned the permutations of these dynamics well. lt is likely that 

huried deep within the human limbic brain is ancient wiring that 

�prings to life every time we reconnect with these delicate webs 

, lr acoustic finery-the multiple layers of resonance that still 

ex ist in parts of the wild. 

lt didn't take early humans long to find useful ways of incorpo

rati ng biophonic information into hunts, ceremonies, language, 

.ind the dialoguing exchanges of music-our first organization 

orsound. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Noise and Biophony /
Oil and Water 

I 

Ir was a spring day at Mono Lake, California, a body of water

located east of Yosemite in the Eastern Sierras and formed over 

750,000 years ago. Because it Jacks an outlet to the ocean, the 

water over time has become quite alkaline and salty-about two 

to three times the saline content of the sea. Ken Norris, then head 

of the Environmental Studies Department at the University of 

California, Santa Cruz, wasn't much interested in the lake. He 

wanted to know if there were any vocal organisms in the vernal 

pools that surround this stunning spot. An early supporter of the 

niche hypothesis, Norris encouraged me to take a hydrophone 

and have a listen. "I've got a hunch," he assured me. 

A few hundred yards south of the road that cuts west to east 

tangent to the lake's north side off Highway 395, I found a shal

low depression filled with about six inches of newly melted snow 

and ice. lt was late March, and the weather was crisp, clear, and 

warm during the day-though still freezing at night. At first 
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t here was no wind and, except for a few California gulls, no other 

sound. Because the sandy and porous environment soaks up 

acoustic reflection, the High Desert tends to feel relatively quiet. 

But there is a sound that stands out. Great Basin spadefoot toads 

hegin their synchronous performances around midafternoon, as 

t he area falls under the shadow of the high mountains to the west, 

carefully injecting each iteration of their aggregated voices into 

t he airspace around the edges of the water-filled depression. 

I uncoiled the cable and carefully lowered the hydrophone into 

t he pool, put on my earphones, and switched on the tape recorder

a well-established ritual sequence. Caught completely off guard, 

1 heard my headset explode with a variety of small crunching 

sounds, high-pitched squeaks, pops, and scrapes-each one, I 

;1ssumed, biological. After recording for a while, I took a small 

hucket and shovel I had brought along just in case and, sifting 

t hrough the muddy water, discovered water boatmen, insect Jar

vae, and tadpoles, each adding a face to the marine voices I had 

just captured. Eventually I plugged a microphone into one chan

nel and a hydrophone into the other. With the hydrophone under 

t he surface and the mic above water, I tried to see if the spadefoot 

toads transmitted their vocalizations simultaneously in and out 

uf the marine habitat so vital to their existence. They do. lt was 

;111 exhilarating experience to encounter this and to be one of the 

lirst to actually hear it. Norris's instincts were right again. 

Great Basin spadefoot toads are wondrous critters. Once, when 

1 was working as a field associate at the California Academy of 

Sciences, I walked into the renowned ornithologist Luis Baptis

ta's lab for a meeting. I was early. "See this?" he asked excitedly, 

without a proper greeting. He pointed to a glass jar containing an 

( ibject that looked like a small-size dolma -the Greek dish also 

known as stuffed grape leaves. "It's a carapace with a toad inside. 
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It's been sitting on my desk for five years without any food or 

water, and it's still alive." 

"How is that possible?" I asked skeptically. "I didn't know you 

were into toads." Ignoring my comment-Baptista was into 

everything-he rase from his desk, picked up the jar, and walked 

with a quick, jaunty gait to the sink. He filled the bottom of the 

jar with about a quarter inch of water-just enough to partially 

dampen the carapace-and set it on the table. After our meeting 

we went to lunch. When we returned to the lab in a few hours, a 

spadefoot toad had emerged-alive-after five years in a jar. 

When conditions are optimal, and the winter precipitation that 

has accumulated on the desert surface melts and moisture reaches 

the toads-which are buried under three feet of hardpan desert 

soil -they emerge with their spadelike feet from their wrappings 

and dig to the surface to breed, lay eggs, and mature. At the com

pletion of their cycle, they burrow down a meter or so into the dif

ficult terrain, where they remain encased in an almost impermeable 

membrane-sometimes for years-before surfacing to endure 

their brief breeding phase once again. (A spadefoot toad will have 

a life span of roughly eleven to thirteen years in the wild.) When 

they finally do appear, they congregate around the vernal ponds 

described earlier-to vocalize in well-calibrated choruses. 

Historically, spadefoot-toad vocalizations have been thought 

to serve two main functions: attracting a mate and protecting ter

ritory. But we may have overlooked another important explana

tion that is tied to their survival: a synchronous chorus assuring a 

seamless protective acoustic texture. With synchronicity, when 

all the toads are vocalizing together, acoustically oriented preda

tors such as foxes, coyotes, and owls must struggle to draw a bead 

on any one, because no individual becomes conspicuous. If the 

pulsating, rhythmic structure is lost, however, and individuals 
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become noticeable when trying to recoup their place in the cho

rus, all hell can break loose. Avian raptor and canid opportunists 

are forever on call for such moments. 

Chorusing is a function that can serve, among others, to thwart 

predation. Within the limited world of the species itself, the toads 

hear each voice as distinct. The vocal characteristics of spadefoot 

individuals are so unique that when heard by others in the resident 

group, they are able to compete for mates quite aggressively while at 

the same time protecting the integrity and survival of the group by 

lending their voices to the choir. Given our limited abilities to make 

fine acoustic distinctions, however, we're not easily able to hear the 

differences between individuals. Acting collectively, each vocal mem

ber within the crowd enjoys a degree of anonymity and protection. 

Figure 10 demonstrates spadefoot-toad chorusing without any 

hreaks in the sequence and no disruption from human-generated 

M O N O L /\ K r,, C /\ 1. 1 F O R N l A 
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Figure 10. Synchronous Great Basin spadefoot toads (Spea intermontana) 

clrorusing. 
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noise. lt is a powerful story told through the aggregate voice of 

dozens of chorusing frogs in about ten seconds-the length of 

the audio clip from which this spectrogram was made. 

Figure 11 illustrates the story line's denouement. In this ten

second clip, we see what happens when a military jet flies low 

over the terrain nearly four miles west of the site, its booming 

noise-measured at approximately 110 dBA at our monitoring 

location -masking the toad vocalizations. Most of the aircraft 

signature can be seen at the bottom of the page under 1 kHz. 

Note the breaks in the chorusing and how the toad group energy 

diminishes. Far less robust than the chorus in Figure 10, these 

"breaks" set up a momentary opportunity for predation to occur. 

In this instance, it took some time for the toads to reestablish 

their protective acoustic connection-from thirty to forty-five 

minutes after the noise faded-and under a bright moonlit sky, 

my wife and I watched from our nearby campsite as a pair of 
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Figure J 1. Spadefoot toad chorusing affected by military-jet overflight. 
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coyotes and a great horned owl swept in to pick off a few toads 

Juring their attempts to reestablish vocal synchronicity. 

It's not just the sounds of a single species-those related to 

mating, territory, communication, or protection from predation -

that are affected by noise. Human-generated noise affects entire 

hiophonies. Midmorning, while I was recording in the Amazon 

in the early 1990s, a multiengine plane flew at two or three thou

sand feet directly over our research site. The engine roar was so 

loud that it completely masked the chorus of birds and insects. 

When we looked at the effect of the noise on the soundscape, we 

lound that the interference caused many creatures to stop vocal

izing and others to significantly alter their patterns. The momen-

1 a ry break in the integrity of the biophony left open the possibility 

1 hat many creatures would become victims to opportunistic 

predators, such as hawks or resident mammals. Anima] vocal 

hehavior that morning had been critically disturbed just lang 

cnough for such events to occur. 

Figure 12 represents a twelve-second sound clip illustrating 

1 he normal biophony of the diurnal transition between dawn and 

111 idmorning choruses. Notice the delicate biophonic patterns of 

i 11sects, frogs, and birds. Figure 13, also twelve seconds, is taken 

rrom about two minutes later as part of the same recording 

.�cquence. lt shows how the biophony broke up because of the 

plane flying overhead, its integrity shattered by the engine noise. 

II took a little more than five minutes for the jet noise to com

pletely disappear-a result of the plane flying so low. If it had 

hcen at a higher altitude, the noise would likely have resonated 

liir several minutes longer. 

As in the Amazon, the effects of noise on the biophonies of the 

Sierra Nevada mountain range are beginning to be recognized. 

l 11 the early 2000s, I, along with Stuart Gage from Michigan
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Figure 12. Amazon dawn-to-midmorning transitional biophony. 
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Figure 13. Same site as Figure 12 two minutes later, during multiengine 
Jet jlyover. 
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State University and a few otber colleagues, received a commis

sion to do a yearlong initial soundscape study in Sequoia and 

King's Canyon National Park-a large but not-as-well-known 

park as Yosemite and a few miles to its soutb. Our objective was 

to establisb a baseline collection of soundscapes from four sites 

over eacb of tbe four seasons. During our tbird session, in late 

May, we bad just set up our mic systems to measure tbe dynamics 

of a spring dawn cborus wben a formation of F-18 military jets 

from tbe nearby Lemoore Naval Air Station flew overbead. Even 

tbougb tbey were flying more tban two miles above us, tbe low

frequency rumble at one end of tbe spectrum, combined witb tbe 

higb-speed screams of tbe aircraft burtling by, caused tbe bio

pbony to suddenly drop off After tbe jet noise disappeared some 

six or seven minutes later, tbe area remained quiet-tbe dawn 

cborus not rebounding to tbe peak levels tbat we recorded wben 

tbere was no aircraft noise. 

David Graber, tbe cbief scientist of tbe Pacific West Region of 

tbe National Park Service stationed at Sequoia and King's Can

yon National Park, remarked to us that tbe mix of species, as well 

as tbe total number of birds, bad been declining over tbe nearly 

t wo decades tbat be bad been present. Since for several years tbe 

park bad been affected by severe air pollution coming from tbe 

Central Valley to tbe nortb, by a period of drougbt, by a measur

ably warmer climate, and by a noticeable increase in noise from 

motor vebicles of all kinds and jet aircraft outbound to tbe east 

from tbe air base in nearby Visalia, be wasn't sure wbat combina-

1 ion of factors was causing observable cbanges in bird-species 

numbers and population declines overalL And wbile initially 

1 here was a decline in toad and frog populations, some of tbe 

species' numbers bad appeared to stabilize. Having noticed tbe 
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noise issue, Graber encouraged our study because it addressed, 

as a factor of our proposal, noise as a specific problem that could 

be examined in order to recommend improved policy guidelines. 

During our Sequoia research program, we implemented new 

techniques and acoustic models with which we hoped to measure 

a wide range of conditions that affect the natural soundscape. 

These included all of Graber's concerns plus the issue of the hab

itat's landscape and biotic features (we were simultaneously 

working at four different types of sites within the park: oak for

est, edge chaparral, riparian, and alpine). During these sessions, 

we began to confirm the loss that many of us had instinctively 

been feeling for some time. At every site I had recorded in the 

western United States and where I had returned over time to 

record again, patterns were beginning to emerge, such as shifts 

in the number of bird species and the density of their total num

bers, as our work in Jackson Hole showed. Early indications from 

the data collected at Sequoia revealed that even distant noise

producing mechanisms interrupted the dawn chorus of many 

biomes within earshot-all at the same moment, many with 

cumulative impact. And although a Jack of automated monitoring 

stations kept us from positively confirming this observation at 

the time, a shift in the biophonic mix of one site even appeared to 

have a similar bioacoustic effect on others nearby. 

Little by little, data from the long-term audio collections we're 

building points to a noticeable overall decrease in creature den

sity, diversity, and richness across many species in many envi

ronments, including some in Africa, Alaska, the Amazon Basin, 

Costa Rica, and the American West. However, we have yet to 

fully understand the operational mechanisms that determine the 
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rates of recovery from noise intrusion (if the biophonies actually 

recover at all). As mentioned earlier, sometimes-if the biome is 

physically uncompromised and only intermittent anthrophony is 

an issue-revival of the natural soundscape from the effects of 

an event can take just minutes. On the other band, depending on 

the relative impact of human intervention to the habitat, recovery 

can take much longer -nearly an hour, or a day, or even years. 

As many naturalists have observed, several species of birds, such 

as starlings, hawks, crows, sparrows, and robins, and some mam

mals, such as coyotes and even an occasional mountain lion, liv

i ng in and around noisy urban environments seem to have 

habituated somewhat to the clatter we generate. There is no pre

cise data on just how they have managed to acoustically accom

modate to these surroundings. But, as their once-wild habitats 

are decreasing, mounting numbers of wild creatures have been 

observed finding new sites very close to or within range of human 

dwellings. 

Noise wasn't much of a factor when I first ventured into the field 

in the 1960s. We were limited by the amount of time we could 

record with analog systems, so we needed to be selective. But 

even with so much to lug around and so little active recording 

time possible on-site, we didn't need to work so hard to find ideal 

spots-many were still viable-and the small sample sizes of 

our recordings made it less likely that we'd hear an interruption. 

When much lighter and more portable digital audiotape (DAT) 

recorders came on the market in the late 1980s, granting us lan

ger recording times, we began to capture more noise, partly 

because there was more noise but also because of the extended 

recording times themselves. lt was becoming a noticeable and 
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serious problem because it obscured the protomusical structures 

that made the biophonies particularly lovely to hear. Digital audio 

software for handling recorded sound was improving with each 

passing week, making it easier to handle and archive larger quan

tities of field recordings, so when we did manage to get clearly 

stated natural soundscapes, the recordings were more robust than 

ever. 

Now, with solar-powered digital technologies containing no 

moving parts (only flash memory cards), not only are we tapeless 

but we no langer need to rely exclusively on hard drives on which 

to store data. We can place numerous recorders at given sites and 

record for hundreds of hours at a stretch with each unit-some 

packages weighing no more than a couple of pounds and provid

ing quality recordings that well exceed those made just fifteen 

years ago with the best and most expensive gear. We hear it all: 

the good, and the bad. 

The roots of our musical history can still be heard in the mur

murs and sighs of a few remaining old-growth forests. At some 

very remote sites, the organized voices probably have shifted 

only moderately during the blip of geological time over which 

humans have existed. Yet the wealth of sonic information hidden 

within them is becoming more difficult to hear, because the bio

phonies are often masked. The impact of noise on my work has 

increased exponentially: taking into account the effect of habitat 

lass due to land development or resource extraction, I'm sorry to 

say that to record one noise-free hour of material now takes more 

than two hundred times as lang as it did when I first began more 

than four decades ago. As the truly wild sites become fewer in 

number, the likely result is that human habitation or industry will 

always be close enough within range that anthrophony will 

almost never be completely absent. Based on many years of field 
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experience and how much uninterrupted natural sound in a wild 

habitat I'm able to record in an hour, 1'11 make an educated guess 

that anthrophony can be heard in more than 80 to 90 percent of 

those biomes much of the time. 

While noise diminishes our own experiences of the wild, crea-

1 ure behavior itself is likewise altered as a result of noise-induced 

stress. We know from observing wild animals held in captivity 

1hat they are greatly affected by their urban soundscape environ

ments. (Captivity itself, of course, introduces its own behavioral 

stress issues.) In 1993, for example, a military jet buzzed Swe

den's Frösö Zoo-about three hundred miles north of 

Stockholm-during a routine training flight. The tigers, lynx, 

and foxes panicked. The animals tore apart and ate twenty-three 

of their babies altogether, including five rare Siberian tiger cubs. 

Trying to protect their offspring from the onslaught of noise, the 

panicked animals resorted to infanticide. 

Scott Creel, a professor at Montana State University, published 

a now-famous study on the effects of snowmobile noise on wolves 

and elk in Yellowstone, Isle Royale, and Voyageurs National 

Parks in 2002. Creel and colleagues measured the glucocorticoid 

t;nzyme levels in the feces of wolves and elk, which gave the 

researchers an indicator of the animals' stress responses. The 

secretion of glucocorticoids is a classic endocrine response to 

stress, and any measured increase in the levels found in many 

mammals correlates to escalated hypertension. The study con

duded that the enzyme level found in the feces of both groups 

rose in direct proportion to the level of noise. When snowmobile 

noise was not present, the stress enzyme levels dropped back to 

normal. While it was clear that the noise induced stress, the 
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authors also concluded that noise hadn't yet had an effect on the 

population dynamics of either group. (The study, incidentally, 

was partly funded by the timber industry in Michigan.) 

When noise is introduced into a soundscape, disrupting the 

normal acoustic dynamics of a biome, animals tend to exhibit 

restless behavior. One of the first signs is that they either become 

silent or, depending on the noise, express fear through alarm 

calls. 

Some animals are more obviously affected than others. In a 

spectrogram, the dropout of a number of insects often occurs. lf 

the noise is intrusive and has a wide enough bandwidth, it will 

mask the voices of frogs and birds as weil as mammals, and they, 

too, will stop vocalizing. In a rain forest, raptors, large wild cats, 

and other predators that rely on subtle changes in the soundscape 

need to adjust their behavior since it is more difficult for preda

tors to hear their prey, and for prey, in turn, to hear the slight 

<langer signs of potential attack. Noise in marine environments 

will cause fish to exhibit group aversion behavior, as many of us 

have witnessed when we tap the glass on the side of a large tank 

filled with several of the same schooling species. Simultaneously 

and instantly the school will veer in the opposite direction from 

the impulse noise. Noise may also weaken immune systems in 

mammals and fish -as is potentially the case with the elk and 

wolves exposed to snowmobile noise-and in the process com

promise resistance to disease, the natural physiological result of 

high-stress hormone levels. And where the noise signal is loud 

enough, it may cause physical damage or death. 

In the most severe cases, where the noise exceeds a level of 

tolerance, many species of whales and seals will beach them

selves and die. Because sound introduced into marine environ

ments can travel very long distances if unimpeded by landmasses, 
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underwater mechanical or electronic noise can present special 

problems. This is apparent, for example, when assessing the 

impact of the excessive levels emitted by U.S. Navy Low Fre

quency Active Sonar (LFAS), which is thought to be a contribut

ing factor to the deaths of Cuvier's beaked whales in both the 

Bahamas and the Mediterranean. Shortly after the sinking of the 

Titanic in 1912, researchers in the U.K. and Canada began exper

imenting with low-frequency ranging devices and developing a 

primitive dass of oscillators and hydrophones that were used to 

detect submarines at the beginning of World War I. By World 

War II, mine and ship sonar (an acronym for Sound Navigation 

and Ranging) technology had vastly improved, with fairly accu

rate reception. As with bat echolocation, sub acousticians would 

send out a ranging signal that, when it bounced off a distant 

object, could help determine (by the returning difference signal) 

the object's distance and if it was static or moving. And, if mov

ing, approximately in what direction and at what speed. 

Breakthroughs in advanced naval ship design and construc

tion during the Cold War made vessels much quieter and thus 

harder to identify; with those changes, more accurate detection 

equipment became necessary. By the 1980s, the U.S. Navy 

decided that the best alternative to the older models was the new 

LFAS. Without any environmental impact statement (EIS), the 

Navy bypassed the usual permitting required under the Endan

gered Species Act (ESA) and the National Environmental Policy 

Act (NEPA) and began testing. By 1996, after an increase in mul

tiple whale beachings and public outrage, the Navy agreed to a 

review by a team that would evaluate the environmental response 

to the sound, in particular by marine mammals. Called the Sci

entific Research Program (SRP), the team consisted of both gov

ernment and academic members. The output from the Navy's 
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systems, the team determined, was reported to be in excess of 

235 dB. At three hundred miles from the source, it still retains an 

intensity of 140 dB, potentially harmful and even lethal to many 

marine organisms within range. In 2003 a federal court judge in 

San Francisco mandated that the Navy reduce the system's use so 

that ocean wildlife would not be harmed. 

In 2001 Ken Balcomb, a whale biologist and founder of the 

Center for Whale Research located in Friday Harbor, Washing

ton, wrote an open letter to the LFAS program manager. In 

Balcomb's words: 

When Cuvier's beaked whales are exposed to high intensity 

sonar at their airspace resonance frequency via LFAS or 

midrange sonar it can be painful and life threatening. Envi

sion a football squeezed to the size of a ping-pong ball by 

air pressure alone. Now envision this ping-pong ball com

pressing and decompressing hundreds of times per second. 

Imagine this ping-pong ball located in your head, between 

your two ears. This is what the Cuvier's beaked whales 

experienced as a result of the Navy's sonar testing in the 

Bahamas in March 2000. Airspace resonance phenomena 

resulted in hemorrhaging which caused the stranding and 

deaths in the Bahamas. 

The lethal impact of the LFAS signal-which can transmit 

extremely high levels of signal from twelve to sixty miles

affects beaked whales and other marine creatures such as dol

phins, minke whales, killer whales, and fish. 

But sonar is not the only anthrophonic source that affects 

marine life. While I was working on my doctorate, I was involved 

in a study done for the national parks in Glacier Bay, Alaska. We 
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wanted to determine why, despite ample food resources, hump

hack whale populations in the bay were declining. Humpback 

whales were seen swimming away from the perceived danger of 

large tourist vessels that generated huge amounts of propeller and 

engine noise, and hiding in the acoustic shadows of island land-

111asses or !arge bodies of calved ice. The report concluded that 

u ncontrolled loud vessel noise bad been at least one of the major

probable causes of the population decline. For several years the 

rcport wasn't made public because, according to Charles Jurasz, 

a biology teacher and naturalist from Juneau and the principal 

investigator of the study, the National Park Service was ordered 

10 quash the findings by James Watt, then secretary of the inte

rior. Given the negative impact it might have on tourist-vessel 

1raffic in the bay, the park service complied with the order. Jurasz 

was never again allowed into Glacier Bay to confirm bis data or 

10 do a follow-up study. When I asked if he bad tried, he told me 

t hat he bad many times but was unable to obtain the necessary 

permit to continue bis work. The rejection left him devastated. 

Nevertheless, Jurasz's groundbreaking humpback-whale bubble 

netting and identification efforts were recently honored by the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

Over the past few decades the noise emitted by commercial 

vessels in Glacier Bay has been somewhat mitigated with vessel 

engines, hulls, and propellers designed to generate less vibration. 

And recent reports show that the whale populations have returned 

to "near normal" numbers. Allison Banks and Chris Gabriele, 

National Park Service employees at Bartlett Cove in Glacier Bay, 

told me in June 2010 that the humpback whales are once again 

Lhriving. 

In a recently published study on marine anthrophony, Hans 

Slabbekoorn of the Institute of Biology at Leiden University in 
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the Netherlands demonstrated that loud industrial sounds of short 

exposure-like blasts and sonar pinging-can harm fish. Unlike 

marine mammals that receive and process sound and vocalize, 

many fish species have two organs that detect marine pressure 

waves, as mentioned earlier. One is the inner ear-they have no 

middle or outer ear-which can detect frequencies into the thou

sands of hertz. The other is the lateral line-a thin organ that 

runs in a straight, narrow line from the gill to the tail-which 

picks up low-frequency sound waves, usually those below 100 Hz. 

Noises with longer exposures potentially impact larger areas 

and numerous species. Slabbekoorn noted that: 

Recent experimental evidence has unequivocally shown 

that sounds can modify mate choice decisions in fish. 

Female haplochromine cichlids provided with a choice 

between two males, matched in size and color, preferred to 

interact with the male associated with playback of conspe

cific sounds ... [but] the sounds of passing boats were inferred 

to reduce detection distances by up to 100 times. Masking, 

leading to a reduction in detection distance, or the so-called 

active space, can lead to failure in mate attraction. 

So, noise can affect sexual selection, breeding cycles, and popu

lation dynamics-but exactly to what extent remains unclear. 

Several publications have resulted from current National Park 

Service noise studies. Among the recent studies in 2009 and 2011 

are those by Jesse Barber, Kevin Crooks, and Kurt Fristrup, which 

examine the effects of noise on what is referred to as the "effective 

listening area," the territory over which animal vocal signals 

carry so that they can be heard and responded to. Each points out 

in different ways that even though minimal levels of noise were 
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observed (such as a 3 dB increase from a wind farm, aircraft, or 

road traffic), the impact reduced the listening area (the ability of 

the study animals to receive their respective biophonic signals) by 

10 percent. These studies are important because they go beyond 

1 he former tendency to concentrate obliquely on issues of noise 

vis-a-vis what humans are able to discern with the aid of tech

nology or by real-time listening. In other words, previous focus 

concentrated on "audible noise" emanating mostly from aircraft 

without addressing the core questions of animal impact, causal 

hehavior, and the effect on visitor experience. Instead, these new 

studies begin to address the ways in which anthrophony affects 

living organisms across all species lines and what specific classes 

of aircraft (or other) noises affect animal behavior and visitor 

experience. By finally embracing these fundamental issues, 

researchers have begun to examine evidence of cause and effect 

on a grander scale, taking seriously the idea that different species 

are affected by different types of noise, in different ways, at 

different times of day and night, and over the seasonal course of 

each year. 

One late-fall holiday when I was a child, my parents took my sister 

and me to the snow-covered valleys of Yellowstone National Park. 

From where we stood, midway between the park entrance at West 

Yellowstone and Old Faithful, overlooking a wide valley, a com

plete absence of human noise engulfed us, even close to the road: a 

stillness punctuated by an extensive repertoire of ravens and the 

vocalizations of jays, magpies, horned larks, elk, and other four

legged creatures that were drawn to lower elevations by better 

prospects for protection and food. At moments, it was so still that 

we could locate organisms from the sounds of their breath, faintly 
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detected over distance across the snowy fields. Even more subtle 

was the softer texture of space created by the hush of faraway 

streams and the slightest breezes diffusing through the upper 

reaches of the conifers. I dream of that enchanting moment still. 

The last time I visited-February 2002, standing in the same 

spot where my parents had lingered beside the road to hear the 

winter over half a century ago-the magic was entirely gone, 

obliterated by engine noise and smog. More recently, the snow

mobile issue has been moderated to some extent by restrictions 

on noise and speed, four-cycle technologies, and the number of 

vehicles allowed in the park at any one time. But nobody's com

pletely happy. At one extreme -if you can call it an "extreme" -

environmentalists don't want any snowmobile or straight-piping 

motorcycle noise in the parks. Snowmobilers don't like being 

confined to the park's speed restrictions and the necessity of trav

eling in convoys, thus having a government agency restricting 

their individual "freedoms." At least there is an option: there are 

two thousand miles of open, unrestricted national forest trails 

just outside the park boundaries in West Yellowstone. But for the 

promise of some tranquillity in the park itself, there is no such 

similar haven outside its protective borders for the rest of us and, 

without a long hike, relatively little within. 

National parks are protected areas-it takes an act of Con

gress to establish one-yet anthrophony, such as snowmobile 

noise at Yellowstone, has been a problem at many nonurban US. 

national parks. 

At Grand Canyon, noise from sightseeing f lights and the whis

tling tourist steam train that travels along the rim intrudes into 

any awestruck reverie one might otherwise enjoy while standing 

above or hiking within the chasm. The pictures of the park really 

do convey only a tiny fraction of the experience. 
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And in Grand Teton National Park, a regional airport is situ

ated midway in the valley that defines Jackson Hole. It's the only 

such airport located within national park boundaries. The Jack

son tower releases as many as twenty flights an hour between 

six a.m. and eleven p.m., repeatedly annihilating the natural 

soundscape of one of the most beautiful spots in America. (The 

bulk of the flights are private; the airport in 2007 handled only 

about seven commercial flights each day.) In California's great 

Mojave Desert, dune buggies and dirt bikes fracture the natural 

quiet at many sites. 

Still, there have been rays of hope. We are beginning to 

understand-albeit late in the game-that pristine natural sound

scapes are reserves and resources as much as unimpeded sight 

lines and are just as critical to our enjoyment and awareness of 

the natural wild world. When sole federal authority for noise 

control feil under the aegis of the Federal Aviation Administra

tion in 1982, the National Park Service was left struggling to deal 

with its noise issues. However, recognizing the crucial link 

between humanity and the soundscapes of the wild, a couple of 

activists within the NPS initiated a strong educational and 

administrative model to protect natural soundscapes as a valued 

resource. 

The late Wes Henry and his colleague Bill Schmidt undertook 

this radical feat through a series of below-the-radar meetings and 

incremental steps beginning in the mid-1990s and concluding in 

2001. For a short time within the NPS acoustic program, wild 

soundscapes were treated as a component of great value worth 

preserving for visitors and creatures alike. Henry, Schmidt, and a 

few others who later joined the program recognized that there 

were vast areas within the parks where soundscapes could still 

be enjoyed. Visitor reaction to the noise in the national parks 
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convinced enough NPS and Interior Department employees that 

it was important to attempt to hear and treat soundscapes 

differently-as necessary to visitor enjoyment as the informed 

management of wild critter life and the habitats in which they 

thrive. 

Efforts like these have had some positive results: snowmobiles 

have been moderately controlled and monitored in Yellowstone; 

tourist overflights in Rocky Mountain National Park have been 

pretty much eliminated; and flights over Grand Canyon have 

varying restrictions on a certain number of aircraft, areas, times, 

and conditions that the FAA and the NPS review and change 

from time to time, pretty much determined by the political cli

mate in Washington at any given moment. Recently, tourist sight

seeing aircraft noise in Grand Canyon has gotten much worse: as 

of this writing and according to the Grand Canyon Chapter of the 

Sierra Club, it is estimated that the daylight tourist overflight air

craft noise has increased to the point where 75 percent of visitors 

hear aircraft 100 percent of the time, and the remaining 25 per

cent hear it a minimum of 60 percent of the time in all but the 

most remote areas of the park. However, given the sweeping 

changes in priorities since 2000-when George W. Bush was 

elected president -and a current focus on other, more pressing 

matters, the ultimate fate of these policies remains uncertain, 

since the original directive under which they were implemented 

expired in 2004. Depending on the political climate of the 

moment, the resistance of many in government to environmental 

protections means that, at least in the near term, there is a high 

risk that activities such as the visitor soundscape program will 

not continue to be supported in the visionary ways they were 

originally intended. 

In fact, I'm convinced that the concept of natural soundscapes 
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represents a threat to some people. At one point, I was commis

sioned by Wes Henry to write the visitor soundscape activity plan 

for the program. Titled Wild Soundscapes in the National Parks: 

An Educational Program Guide to Listening and Recording, its 

agenda was, at first, administered under the "Natural Soundscape 

Program" moniker. The goal of the program was to preserve nat

ural soundscapes within park boundaries as much for a more 

complete visitor experience as for wildlife protection, and its 

mandate extended within the parks and to some other Depart

ment of the Interior (DOI) areas. lt gave !arge populations of 

folks accessibility to the sounds of the natural world many would 

not otherwise have been able to enjoy. But the name, Natural 

Soundscape Program, was changed in 2004 to the Natural Sounds 

Pro gram -a neutered term evocative of nothing in particular

and the targeted visitor focus all but disappeared along with the 

title change. 

On the surface, altering a name seems inconsequential enough. 

But the event did not come about without some powerful influ

ence from outside the DOI, with the result that the change emas

culated much of the insightful work that had preceded it. 

Secretary of the Interior Gale Norton had been urged by 

Alaska representative Don Young, then chairman of the House 

Appropriations Committee, and his colleague Richard Pombo, 

the ex-representative from the 11th district of California, to alter 

the name. They feit that the term soundscape was too loaded 

(translation: "green," although the etymological roots of the word 

have no more political or social resonance than the words land

scape or seascape). 

Howie Thompson, a friend and part of the NPS soundscape 

program during the height of its development and subsequent dis

cussions before he retired, recalled that because of the political 
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pressure in early 2004 (a consequence of the Young-Pombo letter 

in November 2003), within a number of weeks of the new year, 

word bad filtered down from Norton's office, apparently through 

Fran Mainella, then director of the National Park Service, advis

ing the group that it would be wise to change the name to the 

Natural Sounds Program. Don Young, also chairman of the 

Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure-the group 

that oversaw the Department of the Interior -called the shots 

and spoke plainly about his contempt for restrictions on open 

public spaces and for those who tried to implement them. An 

impression of Young's passion can be found in a 2006 Rolling 

Stone article, where Young is quoted as saying that "environmen

talists are a self-centered bunch of waffle-stomping, Harvard

graduating, intellectual idiots" who "are not Americans, never 

have been Americans, never will be Americans." During a debate 

on native Alaskans' right to sell the sex organs of endangered 

animals for the purpose of aphrodisiacs, he pulled out an eighteen

inch penis hone of a walrus and brandished it like a sword on the 

House floor. 

When initiated by Wes Henry and Bill Schmidt, the NPS

soundscape program was astute and two-pronged. One compo

nent concentrated on abating noise introduced by tourist helicop

ters, fixed-wing aircraft, and ground-level modes of transportation. 

The second dealt with protection of natural soundscapes for their 

own intrinsic value and involved comprehensive visitor programs 

and activities focused on the subject of soundscapes. This second 

component was a crucial step in making people aware of the 

importance of preserving them. During the Bush II administra

tion, however-and according to Howie Thompson, fueled by 

the Young-Pombo warning letter to Norton-the visitor compo

nent of the Natural Soundscape Program was sidetracked, dimin-
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ished, and, except for a small web presence still in place, 

minimally implemented. At the same time, federal funding 

resources directed to the national parks were reduced substan

tially, the underlying political idea at the time being that most 

operations within the system could be outsourced and privatized. 

Where the soundscape concept bad been originally framed for 

visitors as an important resource, for several years that focus did 

not have the same sense of import within the agency. In the 

spring of 2011, there appeared to be a shift in direction when the 

NPS Natural Sounds Program office in Fort Collins issued an 

internal interpretative handbook titled The Power of Sound, 

designed, once again, to introduce the public to a natural sound

scape overview. 

The larger issue is that natural soundscapes are themselves 

one of the most fertile unexplored open sources of information 

we have. They contain secrets of our origins, our past, our cul

tural present, along with significant insights into our future-the 

i ncreasing presence of our noise, the changes that are based on 

shifting climate or human evolution. But we need the sensibility, 

Lhe education, the grace, the patience, and the curiosity to ferret 

out all these vital riddles. Bias- and agenda-free in the purest 

sense-with no way to frame them otherwise-biophonies con

tain the acoustic compass we need to guide us along the route of 

an ever-challenged planet. With ocean and atmospheric condi

Lions warming, tides rising, and magnetic poles shifting, biopho

n ies are adapting nearly everywhere as a result of interconnected 

i mpacts, many of which we simply do not fully understand yet. 

Some habitats contain whole new mixes of vocal organisms, 

while others have become seriously depleted or silent altogether. 

When noise becomes part of our environment, we expend con

siderable amounts of energy to shut or filter it out. Yet, when we 
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hear the soundscape organized in familiar patterns, it gets our 
attention -sometimes in very positive ways. I am reminded of 
my dad, who died more than a decade ago. Soon after he became 
afflicted with frontal lobe dementia in his late eighties, he was 
bedridden for nearly a year and could move only short distances 
on his own with the help of a walker or a nurse's aide. Yet, at his 
ninetieth birthday party, held at a restaurant with a small dance 
floor, we brought some easy dance music to play through the 
establishment's system. Seconds after it began, damn if he didn't 
get up off his chair, move to the middle of the dance floor, and, 
with his thirtysomething grandsons and several other genera
tions of relatives, dance unassisted and energetically for what 
must have been the better part of twenty or thirty minutes. Talk
ing, watching TV, and being read to did nothing to link him to 
the present; nothing in the nursing home where he had taken up 
residence could bring him to his feet. Only the organization of 
sound -that ancient link to a world long past -could do it. 

In Musicophilia, Oliver Sacks refers to patients with numerous 
infirmities-from Parkinson's to brain tumors-who, when 
they detect a familiar rhythmic pulse or tune, seem to transform 
themselves, shaking off their states of inactivity and becoming 
one with the music, clapping, moving their bodies, singing, or 
actually dancing. Given this response to music, what, then, might 
be the effect of organized natural sound? Louis Sarno suggests 
that a partial answer can be found with the Ba'Aka: when they 
become psychically and physically diminished by the stress 
introduced through contact with modernity, the soundscapes of 
their traditional deep-forest homes-far from civilization -
have the same effect on them as music did on my father. 
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